inclusion pathway to regulate splicing. We also observed that some peaks locate in exon-exon 23 junction regions and indicate some splicing related RBPs also bind on mRNAs. 24
Full list can be found in Table S2  126   127 The architecture of RNA influence alternative splicing 128 Table 2 Predicting events' PSI using RBP-position combinations 164
166
The splicing conditional inference tree of HepG2 cell line A3SS (AS exon>30bp) 0.539 686 687
bind on the mRNAs (See Table S2 for details). We observe this measurement for DDX24 is 32%, 187 much higher than the 2 nd highest one SND1 (24%). 188
189
This raise the question that the post-splicing RBPs' peaks can introduce some bias for the result 190 got above (higher AUC than real). Thus we deleted all the RBP-position combinations in AS 191 exon region and redo this analysis, the AUC is 0.769 when cutoff is 0.8 and 0.2, the AUC is 192 0.778 when the cutoff is 0.9 and 0.1, the most important features are PRPF8_intron_down,RRM domain can enhance exon inclusion in a degree without the RS domain and thus strongly 203 support the competence model of SRSF1 (Cléry et al., 2013) . Based on the stabilizing model, if 204 SRSF1, LIN28B and FMR1 stabilized the U1 snRNP, their binding sites on the upstream exon 205 regions will make the PSI values decrease if the asymmetric exon decision model is true, but we 206 didn't observe this for these RBPs. The motif analysis showed that SRSF1 (GGAGGA), LIN28B 207 (GGAGA) and FMR1 (GGTGAG) share similar motif. Based on this, we deduced that SRSF1, 208 LIN28B and FMR1 maybe mainly acted as placeholders to prevent the splicing repressor to bind, 209 not function by recruiting U1 snRNP. But taking the post-splicing measurements of the RBPs 210 into consideration, we asked a question, how much the contribution of SRSF1, LIN28B and 211 FMR1 to alternative splicing? Another possible explanation is that RBPs may participate in the 212 different regulatory steps during the spliceosome assembling. Besides the three RBPs here, 213 another important RBP TRA2A (Motif: TGATGA) also enhance exon inclusion by bind in the 214 exon region and share a similar motif with SRSF1. 215
216
The regulatory function of intron decision RBPs 217
One important RBP that don't bind the exon region is RBM22, it binds the downstream intron of 218 the AS exon to enhance exon inclusion, and bind upstream intron to repress exon inclusion. Wemeasured this using the distance from the binding sites to the 5' splice site of the intron divided 221 by the intron length, we observed a median of 0.082 (K-S Test P-value < 2.2x10 -16 ). Previous 222 studies showed that RBM22 participate in the regulation of U6 snRNA by bind on the stem 223 loop (Rasche et al., 2012) , and consider the fact that alternative splicing process can be regulated 224 in different steps during the spliceosome assemble (Chen and Manley, 2009) , so one potential 225 mechanism of RBM22 is facilitating the U6 snRNP to replace the U1 snRNP to convert the 226 spliceosome from B complex to C complex ( Figure 3A) . This mechanism is different from "exon 227 decision" model in that it functioned in different spliceosome assemble step compared with 228 SRSF1. Another important RBP is SF3B4, it binds on the upstream intron to enhance exon 229 inclusion and binds on the downstream intron to repress exon inclusion. SF3B4 is a core 230 component of U2 snRNP that bind near the branch point point site, a possible mechanism is 231 anchoring the U2 snRNP (Champion-Arnaud and Reed, 1994) to replace the SF1 ( Figure 3A) . 232
We observed it strongly enhanced exon inclusion in SE events but repress the exon inclusion in 233 RI events as described above. We proposed uniformly explanation that SF3B4 enhance the U2 234 snRNP and tend to excite the intron it binds, thus facilities the pairing of the U1-U2 snRNP in 235 the current intron for SE events, the correct pairing of U1 (U6)-U2 snRNP in upstream intron 236 will forcing the pairing of U1 (U6)-U2 snRNP in downstream intron, which will lead to the 237 inclusion of the exon ( Figure 3A) . This model can explain why SF3B4 show opposite splicing 238 pattern in SE and RI events respectively. 239 Figure. 3 The potential regulation models for the important RBPs here in alternative splicing. 241 introns but not for long introns that > 200bp. Previous studies showed that transcription and 275 splicing are coupled and POII's elongation speed and pausing is critical for alternative 276 splicing (Fong et al., 2014) . Slow POII elongation rate can lead to exon inclusion by given 277 enough time for splicing factors to assemble, and longer introns also facilitate POII pausing, 278 enough length of downstream intron may even provoke the re-splicing of the intermediate 279
RNAs (Mata et al., 2003) . Based on the results that longer upstream intron will lead to exon 280 inclusion and longer downstream intron will lead to exon exclusion as we got above. So we think 281 longer upstream intron will facilitate the inclusion pathway by giving higher opportunity in this 282 region, and longer downstream intron will facilitate the exclusion path by give higher 283 opportunity in downstream region. We also observed dozens of events that have longer upstream 284 and tends to be spliced out, these events can't be explained by the "window of opportunity" 285 model (Fong et al., 2014) . Table S1 . 390 392 400 
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